MEMETIC POOL AS A NEW APPROACH IN SERVICE QUALITY ANALYSIS
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A B S T R A C T
This paper attempts to decompose, as well as perform a quantitative and qualitative analysis of the way to externalize the perception of the accommodation service. The research material consisted of the opinions of users of accommodation facilities, located in the vicinity of the twelve selected national parks in Poland. It was assumed that the reflection of the perception of the quality of the service process is the transfer of intangible content related to the service itself, which can be externalized, among other things, through entries in social networks.

The study was conducted based on the theory of memes as cultural information carriers. According to this theory, in such a transmission, it is possible to distinguish certain components, which can be defined as memes. Therefore, it is possible to analyse and track their presence, transfer, as well as incidence. A memetic pool was constructed using the assumptions of the perceptual-cognitive model of the formation of the tourism image. It was a direct expression of the mental changes of the recipient, resulting from the use of the service.

Studies of this type are intended to optimize the design of services in terms of building positive relationships on the line service provider-customer. At the same time, they allow for a slightly different, evolutionary approach to analyses, concerning the formation of the image of the service provider, as well as forming the expectations of service recipients.
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INTRODUCTION

The systemic approach to service quality refers to three basic components, i.e. the quality of input (the competence of employees providing a service, the circumstances of the service), process quality (interactions between the staff providing a service and the recipient), and the quality of output (changes in the physical and mental state of a recipient, resulting from the consumption of a service), (Urban, 2007; Juran, 1992 based on: Johnson et al. (1995) as well as Lehtinen & Lehtinen (1991).

The customer perception of the quality of service summarizes his/her expectations with the actual effects of the consumption of the service. From this perspective, the decomposition of the perception of
the quality of service, in terms of the quality process, provides a chance to extract quantitative and qualitative parameters (attributes) that make up the image of the service. These parameters are reflected in the mental image (and its externalization) of the quality of the service by the customer. This externalization, on a wider scale, can accumulate in the form of a set of defined and structured attributes. The thus obtained package of quantitative and qualitative characteristics can be used in a variety of ways. Firstly, during the design or modification of the service, it is possible to emphasize the elements most frequently perceived by the recipients, and also introduce new elements. Secondly, by emphasizing the service and its promotion during the planning stage, it is possible to build and manage certain expectations for the service. Extensive possibilities of conducting research from this perspective are provided by the application of the theory of memes (Dawkins, 1976, 1982).

The main scientific objective of the study was to demonstrate the possibility of building a memetic pool relating to the method of decoding the perception of service quality, using the example of the quality of the accommodation service.

1. Literature review

1.1. Meme theory

Memes are the carriers of cultural information (Dawkins, 1976). They are the cultural analogue of genes. They shape attitudes, styles, behaviour, ways of dressing, and the manner of self-expression. Memes spread in the community through imitation or copying (Blackmoore, 2000). Because of this feature, it is possible to refer to them as replicators (Ball, 1984). Replicators exist and reproduce themselves through social interactions, passing from person to person, from brain to brain (Gabora, 2013). A slightly different viewpoint, associated with the viral approach to the transfer of replicators has been presented by Wang & Wood (2011). The subsequent properties of replicators are (Dawkins, 1982; Gabora, 2013):

- Longevity – it survives long enough to replicate, or make copies of itself;
- Fecundity – at least one version of it can replicate;
- Fidelity – even after several generations of replication, it is still almost identical to the original.

Knobel & Lankshear (2007) divide memes into less and more "expansive". The incidence of the effects of more expansive memes will be significantly higher in the analysed group than that of the less expansive ones. Memes compete for the "existence" in the population. The most popular ones, i.e. the ones most commonly used by an individual or social group are visible in the form of specific behaviours or styles decidedly more often than the less popular ones. Depending on the nature of the social environment, a specific set of adapted (assimilated) memes can contribute to an increase or decrease in the level adjustment of an individual. Thus, the "success" of a single meme or a set of memes is determined not only by the content but also by the environment, in which this content is externalized. The increase in the level of adaptation would then be synonymous with the increase in the level of acceptance of certain behaviours and their frequent imitation by the other members of the community. This is a situation analogous to biological evolution, where one phenotype can be beneficial in a variety of environmental conditions, while not in others.

1.2. Memes and service quality

Parasuraman et al. (1988) define the concept of service quality as the difference between customer expectations and the experience resulting from the consumption of such a service. The potentially memetic nature of the quality of services is evidenced by its features, identical to the properties of memes (Shifman, 2013):

- object/content of services – understood as a comprehensive set of goods, obtained by the recipient of the service;
- a form of communication, which may be identical to the method of service realization;
- relationship/correlation between the provider and the recipient, i.e. the source and the recipient of the message (i.e. stance).

The subject, form, and relationship are the basic features of memes. At the same time, these elements, combined with the characteristic of the quality of services, which causes changes in the mental and the physical state of clients (Johnson, 1995), justify the memetic approach. Difficulties may also be caused by isolating a single meme, which, being a carrier of a particular meaning, affects the mental state change of the consumer. For further consideration, it is assumed that the quality of the service process is a conglomeration of memes, i.e. a memetic pool, by analogy with the genetic pool, as a set of genes in the population. Constructing a memetic pool can facilitate the
analysis of the manner of the perception of service quality, the image of the reception area, etc.

The memetic content, emphasized with a varying intensity during the consumption of a service, can be reflected in the manner of perception of the quality of service. This feature is conditioned by the possibility of the transfer of memes between the members of the community. The transfer of the memetic content is carried out, among other ways, through the method of building a subjective perception of reality, and manifests itself in the method of conveying this content to the environment (Lisch, 2014). The content shared on the social networks is, in this case, the direct expression of the perception of reality by network users, and, therefore, also reflects their perception of the quality of a service.

1.3. SOCIAL MEDIA AND THEIR CONNECTIONS WITH THE MEME THEORY

The possibility of a direct and individual expression of the perception of reality is provided by the social media. Kaplan & Haenlein (2010) define social media as online platforms enabling the creation of individual accounts, building a network of friends, as well as the creation and sharing of a variety of pieces of content (graphics, text, and multimedia). The content elements, to a large extent, consist of the so-called User Generated Content (UGC), i.e. the content created and shared by the users with other people. This content is used to obtain information on tourist attractions, services, the experiences of others, etc. (Sparks et al., 2013). Each of these elements contains some semantic meaning, which is read and absorbed by the recipient. Sometimes, certain content seems to exist in a veiled, hidden form. Kim & Stepchenkova (2015) showed a significant influence of the so-called latent content, the elements not constituting the main plan of a photograph on the affective and cognitive activity of customers. Moreover, based on the obtained results, the authors confirm that the photos represent a set of attributes captured by the author, sent in the form of a photograph, and interpreted by the recipient. The emotional factor is also important with regard to the method of interpretation. Xu et al. (2015) argue that social media provide a platform for the presentation and transfer of emotions, which can have a positive, negative or neutral character (Li & Xu, 2014). Choi & Tom (2014) indicate the importance of the emotional component in the transfer of content via social networks. A similar approach is demonstrated by Highhouse et al. (2009), suggesting that through the proper formulation of the communication content, it is possible to control the impressions of the recipients of specific content. Using the desired pool of traits, this enables the formation of a particular perception of places, events, etc. At the same time, Kim & Stepchenkova (2015) show that the recipients of the content “decode” their meaning in a way very similar to the organic image of a destination (Gartner, 1994), i.e. the one formed on the basis of the non-commercial sources of information. These sources are most likely related to the activities of local DMOs (Destination Management Organisations). They build a positive impression of a particular area, and at the same time create a mental, so-called “iconic” impression of the destination in the head of the customer.

2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF A HYPOTHESIS

Su et al. (2015) suggest that customer-company identification, created by building mutual relationships, is one of the variables mediating between the perception of the quality of the product/service and the loyalty to a product/service as well as own wellbeing. Therefore, building high-quality services is one of the elements of relationship marketing, on the way to building customer confidence (Kim & Cha, 2002). Relationship marketing deals with the establishment of partner relationships between the provider and the recipient to achieve individual goals through the exchange of certain values and the meeting of commitments (Grönroos, 1984). Replacing certain values, meanings, ideas, combined with the property of the quality of services, changing the physical and mental state of the recipients (Johnson et al., 1995) are the factors driving the use of the memetic approach in the analysis of perception and externalization of the quality of services. It is problematic, however, to transform the memetic content into measurable variables. With this in mind, the main research questions have been formulated:

- RQ1: Is it possible to construct a hypothetical memetic pool concerning the perception of the quality of certain services by a group of consumers?
- RQ2: Is it possible to divide the thus created memetic pool into the groups of attributes
(memes) allowing for the examination of their incidence?

The aim of the study was to use the netnographic method (Jemielniak, 2013) to demonstrate the practical possibilities of using the model for the creation of the tourism image (Baloglu & McCleary, 1999) to form, describe, and decompose the memetic pool related to the perception of the quality of certain services. Such a pool, as an effect of mental changes created due to the accommodation service consumption, has been developed based on the semantic analysis of the comments left on business cards of agrotourism farms located in the vicinity of the selected national parks in Poland, and the ones listed on the sites that compare offers for tourists.

The contents of the comments were referred to the cognitive-perceptual attributes of the model of the tourism image, grouped into three main factors (Baloglu & McCleary, 1999):

- Factor I Experience: Cleanliness and hygiene of accommodation and catering; Quality of the available infrastructure; High quality of entertainment; Tasty cuisine; Good conditions for practicing recreation; Cosy accommodation; Interesting, Friendly People; Personal safety;
- Factor II Attractions: Historical monuments; Local handcraft; Cultural attractions; Mass events;
- Factor III: Environment: Clean, unpolluted environment; Beautiful, natural landscape; Attractive wild fauna and flora; Health-friendly climate

These are the indicators enabling the decomposition of the hotel service and its perception from the perspective of the quality of the process (Grönroos, 1984). From this perspective, the quality of the service is simultaneously reflected, among other things, in the mental state of the service recipient (Johnson et al., 1995), which can be externalized and transmitted, for example in the form of short entries on the sites comparing tourist offers. This latter feature allows for the examination of the quality of services from the perspective of the memetic approach (Dawkins, 1976).

The problematic issue, however, is the task of defining a meme itself. In the case of this study, it was assumed that a meme is a semantic reflection of the mental state of the recipient of the specific content. This condition, in turn, is externalized, among other ways, through the manner of expression of the opinion about a specific subject, product or service. The direct expression of the transfer and decomposition of fragments the memetic pool were the authorial entries of social network users, defined as UGC.

Another problem was to generate a point of reference and a tool, through the use of which it would be possible to decode and read the specific memetic content. In this paper, it is assumed that the use of the perceptual-cognitive component of the model of creating the tourist image (Baloglu & McCleary, 1999) provides a basis for the creation of a memetic pool, as a set of memes relating to a particular service. At the same time, a collection created in that manner, can be easily decomposed. This distribution, in turn, allows for the analysis of the incidence of specific memes.

To gather as many comments as possible, the contents of five randomly selected comparison sites for tourist offers were analysed i.e. e-holiday.pl, nocowanie.pl, spanie.pl, emeteor.pl, and e-turysta.net. Due to the pilot nature of the research, the work included 12 of the 23 Polish national parks. In each of the comparison sites, with the use of the search engine integrated into the site, business cards have been identified relating to the agrotourism farms associated with each of the analysed national parks. The comments were archived with the use of Google spreadsheets. The contents of each comment were referred to the attributes grouped according to the three main factors mentioned above: experience, attractions, environment (based on Baloglu & McCleary, 1999). A single comment can contain one or more semantic references to the attributes mentioned above. At the same time, each of them was seen by the author as a single meme. The study was conducted between January and March 2016.

3. Research Results

During the conducted pilot research, 497 comments were identified. Out of these, 104 were related to the tourist lodging, located in the vicinity of Białowieski National Park (104), Biebrzański National Park (45), Bieszczadzki National Park (31), Kampinoski National Park (21), Karkonoski National Park (19), Narwiański National Park (84), Ojcowski National Park (24), Roztoczański National Park (66), Słowiński National Park (19), Tatrzanski National Park (8), Wigierski National Park (21), and Woliński National Park (55).

Using the three classification factors presented above, it was found that among the analysed comments, 1341 semantic and direct references were
made to the attributes identified with the quality of service. This pool (Fig. 1) was dominated by the indications associated with Factor I, i.e. concerning the overall experience (1127, i.e. 83.9%). The second most frequently noted group of indications (193, i.e. 14.54%) was related to the third factor, referring to the perception of the natural attributes in the immediate vicinity of the accommodation services (environment). The least numerous (21, i.e. 1.56%) were the indications relating to Factor II, describing the attributes associated with the local cultural heritage (attractions).

From the perspective of the first factor (experience), the dominant roles belong to the memes relating meaningfully to the friendly and welcoming service (22.81%) and the quality of the available infrastructure (18.34%). The least frequently represented factor is personal safety (0.37%). The third factor (environment) was represented mainly by the references to the landscape (8.9%). The semantic references to the second factor (attractions), was the least represented category of memes across the analysed memetic pool. Its share, not exceeding 2% of the total, relates mainly to historical monuments (0.82%).

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The conducted studies have shown the ability to identify and analyse the memetic bank, relating to a particular phenomenon (quality of accommodation service). Therefore, it is possible to create a set of memes being the result of changes in the mental and emotional state of the consumer. In this case, the factor attributes of the formation model of tourist image by Baloglu & McCleary (1999) were the tools of decomposition. A similar approach but without any
indication of the memetic context was showed by Tiago et al. (2015). The authors analysed the contents of commentaries regarding the semantic links to the senses of sight, hearing, taste, and touch, demonstrating that the meaning of the comments refers not so much to taste and smell, but also to a number of other attributes e.g. visual effect, freshness of the ingredients, and healthiness of the meal. At the same time, these are the factors based on the direct experience of consumers, and, thus, positively affecting the scope of the spread of the content within the social network. Undoubtedly, the factor deciding about the increased coverage in this case is a positive emotional tone. The potential and positive impact of the transfer of experience through UGC in building the trust and making consumer decisions is also indicated by Bahtar & Muda (2016).

The need to systematise and organise the data available within the social network is shown, among others, by Injadat et al. (2016). The authors particularly emphasize the unstructured nature of social media data, connected with different data types, such as text, images, and videos. Application of the theory of memes and the memetic bank as a collection of memes, allows for a simple systematisation of photographs, films and text elements, using common criteria. Assigning particular content to a single or several memes may be problematic, however, because of the subjective approach to categorizing.

Zhang et al. (2016) had an interesting debate, related in meaning to the theory of memes, although not referring directly to it, on the example of the financial markets. The authors argue that “… market can be partially predicted since people tend to accept messages which are confirmed by social environment and then invest according to what they have learned”.

In this case, one may try to explain the transfer of the memetic content using the IPI (influence of Presumed Influence) theory. In the situation when a recipient of chosen content assumes that certain attitudes and behaviours presented in the transmission constitute a norm in a social (peer) group, there is a greater probability that they will be implemented by him/her (Gunther et al., 2006). From this perspective, building a high quality service is the transfer of information related to the “exceptional” nature of the specific service. The acquisition of such content by the recipient results in its further sharing. At the same time, the so-called “iconic” image of the provider is being built, setting out the way the provider is perceived by potential consumers. And, in turn, this implies a certain organic image of the provider, whose expression can be transferred. At the same time, certain expectations of the recipient in relation to the offered service are created. However, the analysis of the relationship between the perception of service quality and its impact on the formation of expectations regarding the quality of the service among future consumers requires a further detailed study.

D’Agostino et al. (2015) show that social networks are collections of hidden knowledge, relating to many fields of human activity. These authors distinguish general networks (Facebook), where the content on various aspects is collected, and specific networks (e.g. LinkedIn), associated with profiled areas of user activity. Therefore, it can be assumed that these networks are holistic or specific memetic banks, where takeover and replacement of certain memes take place. To some extent, this approach enforces the way of defining the memetic bank as a set of memes (present in the content elements) and transmitted across the network or beyond it. In turn, the nature of the network depends on the number of users, motives of their activities, interests, primary and secondary social bonds (Podgórecki & Łoś, 1979). Also, the phenomenon of homophile, i.e., the integration of people with similar interests, is not without significance (Lazarsfeld, 1954). On the other hand, the occurrence of certain memes depends on the type of network and subject area, for which it exists.

At the same time, D’Agostino et al. (2015) compare the transfer of content within the SN to the physical process of diffusion. The memetic approach, in turn, transfers the level of the considerations similar to biological sciences and evolutionary phenomena. Such studies enable attempts to build scenarios for the development of the perception of the quality of services in the future, and the prediction of the potential distribution of the incidence of memes in a memetic pool concerning e.g. the quality of products or services.

Lymperopoulos & Ioannou (2015) indicate that the impact (positive or negative) on the determination of the affective and behavioural activities of social network users is mainly exerted by self-generated bias, the online interactions, and the external environment. This approach is identical to the processes of exchange of genetic information in bacteria. Similar to these organisms, the users in the process of transformation, download information (memes) from the environment (other users, groups, associations of users, communities). This acquired piece of information is in the next type of information/meme.
flow process, i.e. conjugation is transmitted between the individuals and entities creating a social network.

Assuming that the quality of the process can be regarded as the so-called memetic pool (i.e. the total set of quantitative and qualitative attributes for describing the whole service process), it is possible to distinguish more expansive and less expansive memes (attributes) within it. The first category will dominate in the transmission to the recipient, while the other will constitute a subordinate element. The dominant memes will be identical to customer expectations, completed in the course of the consumption of the service. They will be transferred and/or processed (in the form of UGC). This transformation, from the perspective of a single recipient, may vary substantially in terms of quantity and quality. However, in the case analysis of a sample from the population (i.e. the analysis of the content of UGC and the memes externalized within them), it will create a ranking of the elements of the cultural transmission, which dominate the manner of perception of a service by the recipients. This, in turn, will provide a theoretical basis for the creation of strategies for building the quality of services while simultaneously building certain tourist expectations (Smoleński, 2011), as well as the tourist image (Tosun et al., 2015; Smoleński, 2010).

In summary, it has been shown that based on the semantic analysis of User Generated Content, is possible to construct a memetic bank, illustrating the manner of perceiving the accommodation service quality. To understand this phenomenon more thoroughly, we should carry out further research regarding the manner of creating the service quality by the service provider. Confronting the base bank, created by the service provider, with a bank, which was assimilated and externalized by recipients, would provide interesting results in the analysis of the effectiveness of the memetic content transfer.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The aim of the study was to demonstrate the potentially memetic nature of the quality of accommodation services. The quality of service, as perceived from the perspective of the quality of the process, was adopted as the theoretical basis. In this perspective, the manifestation of memetic transmission is the way of describing the quality of services by the recipients.

In this approach, the quality attributes of services form the memetic transmission, constituting a kind of a memetic pool. During service realization, but also indirectly during the image building of service providers in social networks, this transmission is transmitted in the direction of the recipients (current and potential). The result of the transmission is the perception of services and their quality through confrontation with the expectations of a service recipient (after using the service) or building the expectations themselves (before using the service). Subsequently, thanks to the properties of memes, an individual way of communication regarding the services and their quality is formed and expressed. This stage may be identified with the adoption of a specific subset – part of the meme pool, and the process of their transformation, i.e. individual transformations done by a single customer. The final stage will be the further transfer, i.e. to subsequent users through sharing, of a packet of memes in the UGC form.

The presented considerations, although supported by the results of partial studies, are theoretical in nature. They direct the research on the phenomenon of the quality of services to the population-evolutionary approach. The meme pools, described by the frequency of occurrence of individual memes, are dynamic, i.e. changing over time, depending on the external factors influencing the demand for certain products and services. At the same time, the chances for evolutionary success, defined as the stable presence on the market, pertain only to those services and related service providers, in the case of which the marketing activities and the process of service realization itself, are building the proper relationship with service recipients.
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